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Key words: visual navigation Summary. The aim of this paper is to present a convergence property of a simple vision based navigation system for a mobile robot. A robot equipped with a single camera is guided by a human operator along a path consisting of straight segments. During this guided tour, local image invariants are extracted from acquired frames and odometric data are collected. When navigating learned path, the vision is used to reckon direction to the start point of next straight segment. Odometric measurements are utilized to estimate distance to this point. A simple linear model of this navigation system is lined up and its properties are examined. We proclaim a theorem, which states, that for a limited odometric error and ”reasonable” trajectory, the robot uncertainty in position estimation does not diverge. A formal proof of this theorem is given for regular polygonal trajectories. The proclaimed convergence theorem is also experimentally verified.



1 Introduction 1.1 Paper structure The paper is organized as follows: Introduction presents a very brief overview of current state of the art in vision-based mobile robot navigation. The next chapter describes proposed path learning and navigation algorithms. The following division presents the convergence theorem and its proof for cyclic trajectories. After that, the experiment setups and results are described. Conclusion discusses drawbacks of proposed method and possible solutions. Acknowledgments and references are placed at the end of this paper.
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1.2 Monocular navigation In recent years, as the computational power of common systems increased and image processing became possible in real-time, the means of using vision to navigate mobile robots have been investigated. According to [1], the described system belongs to the ”Map-building based” group. There have been several successful attempts to create such a ”Map-building based” system, some [2] rely on stereo vision, while others [3] use single camera. Most systems extract invariant features from images [4] and build a threedimensional map of these. We present a system capable of autonomous navigation in known environment, which utilizes a single camera. Like in [5],[6], the system has to learn the environment during a teleoperated drive. Unlike in those cases, we use camera sensing only to correct small-scale errors in movement direction. Positions of significant locations, i.e. places where the robot changes its movement direction significantly, are estimated by odometric measurements. We explore convergence properties of such landmark navigation and state that for some trajectories, the camera readings can correct odometry imprecision without explicitly localizing the robot. While [7] describes convergence property by a vector field, we use a simple linear model.



2 Surf-based navigation system The SURFNav system recognizes objects in the image taken by forward looking camera and corrects direction of robot movement. Data from compass and odometry are processed as well. The system works in two phases: learning and navigation. A brief explanation of object extraction from the image is given in subsection 2.1. The learning phase is described in subsection 2.2, the navigation phase is depicted in subsection 2.3. 2.1 Object recognition We have decided to use Speeded Up Robust Features [8] to identify landmarks in the image. This algorithm processes gray-scale image in two phases. At first, a local brightness extrema detector is applied to the image. In the next phase, a scale, rotation and skew invariant descriptor of detected extrema neighborhood is computed. Algorithm provides image coordinates of salient features together with their descriptor. To speed up computation time, the image is horizontally divided and both its parts can be processed paralelly by multiprocessor machine. Typically, image recognition duration is 300 ms while 250 features are detected. 2.2 Learning phase In the learning phase, the robot is guided through the environment on a polyline shaped trajectory. At the beginning of each segment, the robot resets
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its odometry counter, reads compass data and takes a serie of 15 images. Objects, which have been detected in 10 subsequent snapshots of this serie are considered to be stable. Stable objects with constant positions are regarded as stationary. Positions and descriptors of stored objects are saved. Afterwards, the robot starts to move forwards, obtains and processes images and records odometric data. When an object is detected for the first time, the algorithm saves its descriptor, image coordinates and robot distance from segment start. Saved objects are tracked over several pictures and their positions in image are assigned to current robot position within a segment. Tracking of an object is terminated after three subsequent unsuccessful attempts to detect it in the image. Its descriptor, image coordinates and odometric data in moments of the first and the last successful recognition are inserted into the dataset describing the traversed segment. Segment learning is terminated by an operator, which stops the robot (segment length is saved) and turns it in the direction of next movement. After that, the learning algorithm either runs for next segment or quits. 2.3 Navigation When navigation mode is started, the robot loads description of relevant segment and turns itself to the indicated direction. After that, the odometry counter is reset, forward movement and picture scanning are initiated. Objects, which are expected to occur in the image, are selected from learned set. These are the objects with the first and the last detection distance greater, respectively lower than the current robot distance from segment start. Expected image coordinates in current camera image are calculated by linear interpolation using aforementioned distances. Selected objects are rated by a number of frames which they have been detected in and 50 best-rated objects are chosen as suitable for navigation. For each candidate, the most similar object is searched in the set of actually detected ones. The similarity is calculated from an Euclidean distance of descriptors of both compared objects. A difference in horizontal image coordinates is computed for each such couple. A modus estimate of those differences is then converted to a correction value of movement direction. After the robot travels distance greater or equal to the length of given segment, the next segment description is loaded and the algorithm is repeated. An important aspect of this navigation algorithm is its functionality without the need to localize the robot or to create a three-dimensional map of detected objects. Even though the camera readings are utilized only to correct the direction and the distance is measured by imprecise odometry, it is shown, that if the robot changes direction often enough, it will keep close to learned trajectory.
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3 Convergence property of navigation To defend the last statement of the previous chapter, we first need to create a model of robot movement. We will explore the properties of this model and give a formal proof of aforementioned statement for certain trajectories. Theorem 1 (Convergence theorem). If the robot uses navigation described in chapter 2 to travel a regular polygonal trajectory, its position uncertainty is bound for any polygon size and bounded odometric error. 3.1 Movement model
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Fig. 1. Navigation model for one segment



Let us suppose, that the learned trajectory starts at coordinate origin, leads in direction of x axis and consists of one segment of length l with endpoint S, see figure 1. Let the robot has observed and recorded a landmark set L0...m−1 during path learning phase. Let the robot is placed at x0 , y0 and headed in direction of segment endpoint. Let us assume, that the robot has been switched to navigate the segment. Because its camera is heading forwards, detected landmarks are not distributed along the way, but are rather shifted in current segment direction. As a result, the robot does not head directly to segment end S, but rather behind it, to the point D. After it travels distance l, it gets to x1 , y1 . Assuming previous conditions have been fulfilled, we can compute x1 , y1 (denoted as x1 ) as follows: x1 =



D − x0 l + x0 . kD, x0 k



(1)



If we assume that kx0 k < l, we can introduce a linear representation of (1):   1 0 x1 = x0 + S. (2) d 0 d+l This model assumes precise odometry, so we choose to model odometric imperfection as a multiplicative error υ with normal distribution, giving us movement model (3).
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 x0 + S + υ = M0 x0 + S + υ.



(3)



Equation (3) holds for a segment starting at coordinate origin and ending at a point on x axis. Let us have a path of n segments numbered 0 . . . n − 1, denote bk and segment length as dk . We designate the starting point of segment k as x e k = xk − x bk . robot position at the start of k th segment as xk and mark x When we want to apply our simple movement model to segment k, we first compute a rotation matrix Rk to align k th segment with x axis, then we apply linear model (3) and rotate the result back by applying RT k . This is expressed by next relation: bk+1 + Rk (Mk Rk (xk − x bk ) + υ) xk+1 = x



(4)



bk + x ek , then Since xk = x ek+1 = RT ek + υ) x k+1 (Mk Rk x ek is then calculated by The covariance matrix of position uncertainty x  T T ek+1 x eT ek + υ) RT ek + υ) x k+1 = Rk+1 (Mk Rk x k+1 (Mk Rk x R since υe xT k = 0, then



(5)



(6)



T T T T T ek+1 x eT ek x eT x k+1 = Rk+1 Mk Rk x k Rk+1 Mk Rk + Rk+1 υυ Rk



(7)



T T T T ek+1 x eT ek x eT Rk x k+1 Rk+1 = Mk Rk x k Rk+1 Mk + υυ



(8)



Proof (Convergence theorem). We assume, that the robot moves on a regular polygon with n edges with length l. Then Mk = Mn , Rk = Rkn , where     1 0 cos ( π2 − nπ ) − sin ( π2 − nπ ) M = (9) Rn = n d 0 d+l sin ( π2 − nπ ) cos ( π2 − nπ ) ek = x ˘k , if we denote Rkn x T T T x ˘k+1 x ˘T ˘k x ˘T k+1 = Mn Rn x k Rn Mn + υυ



(10)



T ˘ ˘k x ˘T x ˘k+1 x ˘T ˘T k+1 = Mn x k Mn + υυ



(11)



˘ n, and Rkn M = M



Since left side of (11) represents a covariance matrix, (11) is a discrete ˘ n is stable, a finite solution to (11) always exists. Lyapunov equation. Since M t u Thus, if the robot traverses a regular polygon of more than two edges with length l, its position uncertainty is bound for bounded odometric error υ and landmark distance d.
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4 Experiments During experiments, we first compared linear (3) and nonlinear (1) system models to check whether linear model is not too crude. After that, the realworld experiments were conducted to verify whether the theoretical assumptions correspond to real world properties. 4.1 Simulations Simulations were conducted for regular polygons with vertices on a circle of 10 m radius. Landmark distance d was chosen to be 5 m. To simulate nonlinear model, particle filters were utilized. First, 105 positions estimating normal distribution with mean at trajectory initial point and unit variance were generated. Equation (1) was then applied 100 times to each generated position and covariance matrix was computed after each step. Resulting matrix was then compared with the one obtained by (3). Figure 2 compares evolution of covariance matrices 2-norm computed by particle filter and by linear model for polygons of 5, 10 and 20 segments. Dependency of 2-norm covariance matrix after 100 computation steps on the number of egdes of the polygon is shown on figure 3.



Fig. 2. Comparison of linear and nonlinear model



4.2 Real world experiments Experiment setup Experiments were performed by Pioneer 3AT robotic platform with TCM2 compass. Robot was equipped with Fire i-400 camera providing 15 images
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Fig. 3. Comparision of linear and nonlinear model



per second at 640x480 pixel resolution. A wide angle objective with focus length 2.1 mm was used. Images were processed in real time by Intel Core 2 Duo notebook. Only the upper half of the picture was processed in order to use more distant objects as landmarks. The robot was learnt a closed trajectory first. Then it was placed on the trajectory start point and switched to navigate the learned path five times. Every time it completed a loop and started the next one, its position relative to the trajectory start point was measured. The robot was then placed 1 m away from the start point in direction perpendicular to the first segment, and navigated the loop five more times while measurements were taken. The same position set was collected for another initial position, which was 1 m away from learned trajectory trailhead in direction parallel to the first path segment. These measurements were taken for two trajectories, one being a straight line and second of triangular shape. When navigating a straight line trajectory, the robot should be able to correct position deviations perpendicular to traversed segment. Deviations in direction of line trajectory can not be corrected. Robot traversing triangular trajectory was expected to be able to correct deviations in either direction. Indoor environment setup Indoor experiment was performed in a corridor of CTU FEE. Since this environment is small and detected landmarks were close to segment endpoints, robot was quickly converging to original initial position. Convergence speed was also fortifed by small odometric error on planar and smooth corridor floor. The first trajectory was a straight line of 5 m length. The second path was an equilateral triangle with 4 m long sides. Indoor experiment results Triangular trajectory was stable and the robot could correct deviations in both directions. In the case of line trajectory, the robot could correct position
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Fig. 4. Indoor test results



Table 1. Indoor test results Loop num. 0 1 2 3 4



Position difference to learned trajectory start point [m] Line trajectory Triangular trajectory 0.00, 0.00 -1.00, 0.00 0.00, 1.00 0.00, 0.00 1.00, 0.00 0.00, -0.05, 0.07 -0.95, 0.30 -0.03, 0.03 0.08, -0.08 0.47, 0.14 0.02, -0.07, 0.09 -0.93, 0.38 -0.05, 0.05 0.09, -0.10 0.26, 0.07 0.18, -0.10, 0.10 -0.93, 0.47 -0.07, 0.07 -0.05, 0.05 0.18, -0.08 0.03, -0.13, 0.12 -0.92, 0.47 -0.14, 0.14 -0.05, 0.05 0.08, -0.02 0.01,



-1.00 -0.47 -0.19 -0.10 -0.07



deviation perpendicular to traversed segment if its position estimation within a segment was precise. However, odometric errors acumulated and each time a robot completed the loop, its distance from learned trajectory origin increased. Since learned landmark positions are bound to position of the robot within a segment, its course and distance perpendicular to the linear trajectory deteriorated as well. Outdoor enviroment setup Outdoor experiments were perfomed at Charles square in Prague. This environment was large (est. average landmark distance from segment end was 20 m), the surface was rugged and pedestrians generating noisy readings were abundant. Therefore, the convergence speed was not expected to be fast. As in indoor case, the first learned trajectory was a straight line of 5 m length. Triangular path was a bit larger than indoors, the triangle side was 5 m long.
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Fig. 5. Outdoor test results



Table 2. Outdoor test results Loop num. 0 1 2 3 4



0.00, 0.09, -0.23, -0.18, -0.11,



Position difference to learned trajectory start point [m] Line trajectory Triangular trajectory 0.00 -1.00, 0.00 0.00, -1.00 0.00, 0.00 1.00, 0.00 0.00, 0.08 -0.98, 0.00 -0.02, -0.76 0.12, -0.15 0.92, 0.33 0.32, 0.20 -1.16, -0.16 0.03, -0.62 0.23, -0.16 0.59, 0.35 0.14, 0.26 -1.25, -0.32 0.07, -0.35 -0.15, -0.03 0.35, -0.12 0.05, 0.29 -1.31, -0.32 0.15, -0.59 -0.10, 0.03 0.23, -0.03 -0.12,



1.00 0.62 0.22 0.21 0.10



Outdoor experiment results Robot behaviour was similar as in the indoor environment, but the convergence was slower and less precise. Proposed system was also tested during the RoboTour071 outdoor contest. The robot was able to travel approximatelly 150 m faultlessly, until reaching a wide area, where its position estimation dropped below required precision. While moving through this area, it left the pathway and had to be stopped.



5 Conclusion A simple navigation system, where movement direction is calculated from visual information and movement distance is based on odometry measurent was presented. In this paper, we have stated, that if the robot changes directions 1



http://robotika.cz/competitions/robotour2007/en
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often enough, position estimation errors resulting from odometry imperfection can be corrected by more precise direction assesment. To formalise such a statement, we formulated a ”convergence theorem”, which claims that for closed trajectories and finite odometric error robot position estimation error is bounded. Linear model of proposed navigation system was devised and a formal proof of the aforementioned convergence property for regular polygon trajectories was outlined. Experimental results supporting the convergence theorem were also presented. Future work will focus on modifying the proposed system in order be able to follow a wider set of trajectories. We will try to extend presented proof to trajectories different from regular polygon. A framework to combine this navigation system with existing visual-based collision avoidance algorithms will be implemented.
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